
XH A1 Presets and Filter 
Image Catalog

The following stills were taken from screen captures in Final Cut Pro in order 
to serve as a visual reference for novices like me, and probably others, to get an 
idea of “what preset does what” and “what happens when I add a filter” when 
using a Canon XH camera. 

Although it’s not a professional piece, my intent was to make a printed field 
reference for personal use.  I thought that I’d share with the DV community 
should someone else also need one.

It is by no means complete.

I tested only the Panalook, Naturalo, EOS, and Olegwarm presets and then 
shot with no preset selected to establish a baseline.

The filters used were: Hoya UV (O), Tiffen 81A, Vivitar 81B, Tiffen FL-D, 
Tiffen Warm Soft FX 3, Tiffen Black Warm Black Pro-Mist 1, and the Tiffen 
Warm Black Pro-Mist 2.   As with the Presets, there is a “no filter” baseline 
photo. 

As I stated above, the images were screen captures from FCP.  They were then 
batch processed to crop unwanted areas.  No doubt, there was some quality 
degredation in the process.  This layout was created in Adobe InDesign and 
then exported to Adobe Acrobat to preserve what quality I could.   

Should you have any questions, I can be reached at bipolardave@hotmail.com.  
Please reference this PDF in you subject so that any emails won’t be mistak-
enly deleted.

Thanks for downloading.

Cheers,
Dave



Indoors Series 1

This series of captures was taken indoors at night.  I used a generic 500 watt 
halogen studio lamp and soft box.  The lamp was placed to the right of the 
image.

The wall in the background is “marblized” with 6 shades of cream and tan 
paint.  A corner runs nearly down the center of the image, behind the far plant 
stand.  The flowers are natural.

Camera settings:  Framerate = 24F, resolution at 1080.  Fstop@ 2.0, shutter 
speed = 1/48, and gain is noted in the photos save for the Olegwarm series, 
where it was set at 6dB.
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Preset:  Panalook
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Preset:  Naturalo









Preset:  Olegwarm
Note:  Gain at 6dB










